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The FM-G group interviewed Professor Ricardo Grau-Crespo,
FRSC, FHEA, a leading scientist in the field of materials theory at
Reading University. Professor R. G. Crespo visited our school and
gave us an interesting insight in Hydrogen Fuel Cells, sparking our
curiosity further, we are delighted that he agreed to answer some of
our ongoing questions.

Where do you see the position of hydrogen fuel cells in thirty years?
This is a difficult question: thirty years is a long time! In my talk at
Norlington I debated the alternatives to fossil fuels for transportation, and
I discussed batteries and fuel cells, in particular. But if you look at the
cars market right now, batteries are “winning the race” against fuel cells,
by far. You probably have seen electric cars around, but have you seen a
fuel cell car yet?
However, I think it is important not to pick up winners too early. Current
fuel cells are quite expensive, which limits their commercial adoption by
the car industry, but if a breakthrough happens, fuel cell cars might
suddenly become very popular. There is a lot of research going on about
fuel cells, in particular trying to make them cheaper (remember that one
of the main problems of fuel cells is their cost). Just as I write this, I read
the news of a cheaper fuel cell designed and built by researchers at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison in the US, using an organic compound
(quinone) to shuttle electrons and protons (Quinone-Mediated
Electrochemical O2 Reduction Accessing High Power Density with an
Off-Electrode
Co-N/C
Catalyst.
Joule,
2018;
DOI:
10.1016/j.joule.2018.09.010).
Furthermore, fuel cells can have important applications beyond cars, for
example, as a complement to renewable energy generation. Wind and
solar methods are becoming very cheap and efficient ways to generate
electricity, but not always when needed: try to make a solar panel work
at night! However, it is possible to use solar energy during the day to
produce hydrogen (via water electrolysis, or photo-catalysis, ask me
about these things next time), and then use that hydrogen in fuel cells to
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generate electricity at night, or at any other time and place. I think it is
very likely that fuel cells will play a big role in this kind of applications
in the future.
What challenges have you faced in your career?
The most difficult personal challenge was emigrating to be able to
continue my career as a scientist. I grew up in Cuba, and went to
university there to do my undergraduate degree. I also took my first
graduate-level job there, working for the national oil industry. But Cuba
is a poor country (with an even poorer democracy), so at almost 30 years
of age I found myself unable to sustain myself and live there. I had no
job, and no PhD degree to follow my career ambitions. I came to the UK
in 2003 to study my PhD and start a new life here.
In this country people often start their PhDs in their early 20’s so I
thought I was a decade too late. But I worked as hard as I could during
my PhD and after, and I am happy that I have been able to fulfil my dream
of becoming a scientist. Everyday in my life I think how lucky I am to be
able to both do science and educate new scientists.
What is the possibility of combining quantum mechanics and general
relativity?
Quantum mechanics and relativity theory can already be combined in
many fascinating ways to explain the physical world around us. Of
course, if you are talking specifically about general relativity, there are
some pending issues to understand. According to Einstein space-time is
a kind of smooth constant, whereas quantum mechanics says that at
atomic level there is a lot of fluctuation and change that is not present at
larger scales.

But I would like to bring your attention to other ways in which we can
combine relativity and quantum mechanics, in a field closer to my own
research, which is the understanding of atomic and molecular structures.
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For example, in heavy atoms, electrons that are closer to the nucleus
move so fast that they approach the speed of light. According to relativity,
that increases the mass of the electron, which in turns means that its orbit
is contracted quite a bit, compared to what it would be if relativistic
effects did not exist. This can explain, for example, the colour of gold
(check out this article, or write to me and I will send you a copy:
Relativity
and
the
periodic
system
of
elements
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/ar50140a002).
In your years of teaching, what do you find to be the most effective ways
of teaching are?
I believe that the key to effective teaching is student engagement. I
always try to make each lecture a two-way activity, rather than just a
speech from the lecturer. It is well known that active student engagement
in the class leads to faster and deeper learning, but students are often shy
to participate, or are reluctant to ask what they fear might be a silly
question.
This is why one of my favourite teaching tools is the Personal Response
System (PRS), which uses the “clickers” that I brought to my lecture at
your school. The PRS allows me to assess (via anonymous feedback)
whether the students had the necessary background knowledge for the
module I am teaching, and act early on detected deficiencies.
Simultaneously, it gave me opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of
my teaching of specific content, by requesting anonymous feedback from
students. I have also used PRS as a tool for tutorials and exam revision
sessions, where it is a convenient tool to encourage participation of the
students as well as peer discussions in the classroom.
What would a career in being a university lecturer / professor look
like?
I will tell you the truth: it is amazing. Most of my working days, I get to
think about interesting problems. Chemistry has taken my brain and
imagination into wonderful places. Here is an actual and incomplete list
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of things I have worked on (directly or indirectly) during my 20 years of
research activity: the origin of life, temperature paleo-records in corals,
high-energy Li-air batteries, new materials for solar cells, storing
information in polymers, fractals, atomically flat materials, catalysts that
convert carbon dioxide back to fuels. I have used some of the world’s
fastest supercomputers, and collaborated with people working on
powerful particle accelerators (like the Diamond Light Source in the
UK). I meet very intelligent and interesting people, and get to learn a lot
from them. I have travelled to over 30 countries around the world to
attend conferences and engage in new collaborations. And I contribute to
educate the new generation of scientists. I learn a lot when preparing my
lectures, and often when delivering them. Few things give me more
satisfaction than when a student approaches me at the end of lecture to
tell me that they have enjoyed it or find it inspiring.
To tell you the complete truth: t is also a tough job. I work long hours and
often I have to work a bit at nights or weekends too, because many things
have to be done at once: marking tests, preparing and delivering new
lectures, doing the actual research, writing a research article, reviewing
an article from someone else. We spend a lot of time writing grant
applications in order to find funding for our research. And as in any jobs,
there are day to day frustrations. But at least for me, the balance is
tremendously positive. There is no other job, no matter the salary, that I
would rather be doing.
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Scheduling algorithms:
By Hayden Amarr
How computers manage their
time:
Time. It is a precious resource which us as humans
have little of therefore, it has been humanity's goal
to try and catalase and speed up every: process,
reaction and algorithm. A prime example of this is
the invention of the calculator which was invented to save time when
carrying out long calculations. The first handheld calculator was the
Curta and was invented for pilots to make quick calculations whilst inflight. As it is possible to do this math by hand it works out much faster
to use the calculator than carrying out the calculations by hand. The Curta was a
smaller version of its predecessor calculators such as the Millionaire with the main
difference being that it was a pocket size. In this article, I will explore how we can
implement similar techniques that computers use when scheduling their time and
resources to maximise their efficiency.
The illusion of multi-tasking & Hertz calculations:
While it may seem as if computers are performing miracles by
simultaneously carrying out thousands of calculations, they are not. To
explain what is going on, it must be fist understood how a processor runs.
The key part of the way a processor works is part of the scheduler. The
scheduler is inbuilt into most operating systems and its purpose is to
manage the central processing unit’s time. The scheduler will tell the
processor how long it should spend on each task before it switches to a
new task. This is essential to the operating system’s fluidity for example
if your computer’s processor is rated to have a clock speed of 4.5
GHz, to find the
amount of time it
takes to carry out
one calculation, we
take the reciprocal
of the clock speed giving us 0.208
nanoseconds per calculation. To put
this in perspective, light, the fastest thing in the universe could have travelled 6.2
centimetres in that time. Hertz specifically is a unit which can be used to benchmark the
clock speed of the processor in cycles per second. Hertz are used many scenarios for
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example waves, because it measures

1
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

(the reciprocal of time) the unit was named

after Henrik Hertz. This processor speed may seem amazing however, it would be
unachievable by a human. This gives the illusion that the computer is doing lots at once.
Pipelining and Intel’s hyperthreading:
It is a common misconception that computers carry out multiple tasks at once though,
if time was frozen, a computer would only be doing one process at a time. To further
improve this, computer processors have been produced to have multiple cores whereby
each core can simultaneously carry out different processes. The cores are controlled by
the control unit that acts like a conductor orchestrating each other part of the central
processing unit. However, this still does not get rid of the issue that some processes
cannot be carried out concurrently due to their nature. Additionally, Intel, developed a
process called hyperthreading where a processor can pipeline processes to minimise
delays between tasks and improve the computer’s overall performance.

Quadratic times:
When designing a scheduler, it must be considered that the more time that
the processor spends organising the order that it will complete tasks is time
that is not being spent doing the actual work which is what matters in the
end. Therefore, if you have a to-do list that you reorganise by importance.
Then each time you complete a task you will have to go an reorganise. Simply put, if
you double the length of a to-do list than each reorganise will take twice as
long. As a result, you will have to put in four times the amount of work.
Computer scientists call this a quadratic time algorithm as the amount of work
you must do increases exponentially. A case of this was in 2003, where the
Simple Linux utility for Resource management would use a best-fit algorithm
based on the Herbert curve approach. The system would rank every single process by
its importance which resulted in more time spent ranking than getting work done. So,
the solution was to use priority buckets whereby each process was put in an order of
importance. However, the system would be less precise about the next task, but it would
still get work done faster than other algorithm since it was spending more time and
resources working. There are a wide range of ways to schedule processes but, each
method has primarily the same goals: to maximise throughput, to be fair, to be
responsive, to keep hardware as busy as possible. There are multiple methods to achieve
this including: shortest job first, round robin, first come first served and multi-level
feedback ques. Surprisingly, the most efficient would be first come first served because
it prevents time wasted doing unnecessary organisation.
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Responsiveness verses productivity:
This leads to the next important part of scheduling: responsiveness. In
a perfect world, we would be able to complete all our day to day tasks
without interruptions to maximise efficiency. The same is true for
computers, every time it is interrupted, it must carry out a context
switch where it must bookmark its place in one task and then move old data out of
memory and new data into memory all this can take up even more time and resources.
This can lead to the concept of disk thrashing whereby, it leads to accessing data to
become slow and lengthy (this is that white screen when you phone is trying to open an
application). This leads to their being a balance between the fundamental
responsiveness and the throughput of the processor. This can lead to either one being
compromised for the other. Depending on the practical
application it may be necessary to skew it in favour of one or the
other, an example where the balance as incorrectly targeted was
Therac-25 whereby patients were treated for cancer by targeted
beams of radiation, but a programming issue meant that the
machine responded incorrectly to given inputs resulting in the
death of patients. The insight here is that there is a trade-off
between productivity and responsiveness. Again, the solution
here is not only to minimise interruptions but to group them.
Efficiency:
Interrupt coalescing this is where the interrupts are moderated in
a technique where events that would normally trigger a hardware
interrupt are held back either until a certain amount of work is
left pending or a timeout timer triggers this is like the roundrobin which prioritises fairness for an operating system. This is known as an interrupt
service routine. Another advantage of this is that we are then able to save battery
because, the computer can constantly, run in a low-power state then when it becomes
time to switch then go into a high-power state for a brief amount of time and then deal
with everything at once then go back to a low-power state.
Algorithmic design:
An algorithm’s efficiency can be measured through its time complexity which can be:
constant time, linear time, polynomial time (which includes quadratic times),
exponential time and logarithmic time. To illustrate this, an example
of a basic algorithm is shown where each one simply prints out
consecutive numbers from one to five. Each achieves the same end
goal but clearly their efficiency is different from the lines of code to
the memory used by the program to the amount of ram used… This
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becomes especially clear if you were to go from one to a million which needs one
number to be changed in algorithm three but many lines to by typed in algorithm one.
Sorts and searches:
When we phone a call centre, to find our details the company must perform a search. If
we select two searches to compare: we have the linear search which goes through every
item in the list until it finds the right one and secondly the binary search which orders
the list and uses a divide and conquer algorithm. We assess the efficiency of an
algorithm by the most possible number of times we must examine an item (known as a
pass). In the linear search your name could start with ‘Z’ resulting in having to compare
every item giving us the formula (n=number of items) 𝑛 − 1 but in a binary search as
you split the list each time it now would become obvious the type of time that it follows,
logarithmic. It can be calculated with the formulae ⌊

log(𝑛)
⌋(as a
log(2)

natural logarithm), or

expressed as ⌊log 2 𝑛⌋. We use the floor function to simplify our calculations. Suppose
there are seven billion people than a linear search would take: 7𝐸8 − 1 = 6999999 but
a binary search would take: ⌊

log(7𝐸8)
⌋
log(2)

= 32 . Now, we can use Henrik Hertz’s

calculation and know that our processor of 4.8GHz can save (

1
(7𝐸8))
4.8𝐸9

−

1

(4.8𝐸9 (32)) = 0.145 seconds of processor time. This may not seem like much but
for your computer this is seen as unnecessary work when it has trillions of things to do.
Pushing for faster using distributed systems and the problems:
We can use something called distributed systems which allows entire
computer networks to combine their resources and processing power
conjointly to achieve an even more powerful result. They can
again use the idea of concurrency to work towards an end goal.
Each node can communicate with others by passing messages to
each other as they are working in parallel to each other. This field
also looks at the most efficient network topologies. It is essential
that each computer only has a limited and incomplete view of the entire
wider system. There often is a trade-off between running time and the
number of computers as, the problem can be solved faster if there are more computers
working on the problem. All of this needs the computers to be synchronised together
correctly or for the algorithms to supply globally contestant physical timestamps to
ensure that no conflicts or deadlocks occur. The best way to illustrate this is using an
example: there are two concurrent process P 1 and P2 and two resources R1 and R2. Now
for P1 to be able to take place it needs R2 however, P2 is already in possession of R2 as it
is P2’s output and P2 is waiting to for R1 (which is the output of P1). The effect of this is
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process 1 is waiting for process 2 to finish and vice versa so, nothing can take place.
The way to handle the deadlock is to brake the symmetry or follow a policy.
What can we take from this and conclusions?
Computers have proven to us that we should spend less time on being organised and
more time on doing actual work. This may seem ridiculous but, the time we save on not
having to be organised we more than make up for because we are getting more actual
work done. Although, this only works to a point because, if the system does not prioritise
at all then it will lead to a meltdown.
Secondly, it is key that we respond appropriately to interrupts because, as we
have seen not responding can lead to disasters) however, it can dramatically reduce our
productivity. This would show that multi-tasking is not worth it. Jon Von Neumann
developed his architecture of a computer system based on multi-tasking it was easy and
cheap to implement but is less efficient than the Harvard architecture which sandboxes;
isolates tasks maximising efficiency and performance. So, multi-tasking may feel like
you are doing more where it is statically proven that it reduces your performance by
approximately 40%. However, when having multiple cores, (like people) it can pay of
to be concurrent.
Finally, minimise interrupts where possible or using grouping strategies which
will reduce time spent on switching between tasks allowing for more work to be done
combined with pipelining your tasks to spend more time working and less organising it
eliminates superfluous tasks it can prevent procrastination leading to maximised
performance which after all is our end goal.
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Electron spin
By Cheng Wang
Electron spin is the intrinsic form of angular momentum that an electron has. Note that intrinsic means aspects in
which molecules are born with, such as its mass and charge; electrons spin on its axis due to angular momentum not
electron spin. Electrons has a spin of 1/2 in the SI unit of kilogram meter squared per second.

 1u  0 d

If we pass electrons that were modified to have an up spin through the
machine that only observes upward spin, the observers will observe
100% of the electrons will be found to have an upward spin. Similarly,
if we pass electrons (changed to have a downward spin) through the
machine that only computes with upward spin, the observers will see
100% of the electrons will be found to have a downward spin. This is
straightforward, the peculiar point is that when passing electrons with a
right spin through the same machine, the result is 50% up and 50%
down; similarly, the electron spin can be slightly right and mostly up, in
this case we can use an example of 20% right and 80% up. In these
types of cases we can see how unpredictable electron spins are.

  0 u 1 d
  u  d

      1

Do note that alpha and beta are probability amplitudes, to obtain the
probability alpha must multiply by itself or its complex conjugate (i.e.
*) in cases of an imaginary number.

Hˆ    

The foundation is the uses of Sai (showing the state of the system),
lambda and a Hermitian operator.



Example:
2



passing electrons with a right spin through the machine that observes up
spins only.

ru
1
1
u 
d
2
2

r 
ru

Firstly, in respect of up, we neglect the probability amplitude for down
and to do this we multiply the matrix of r by matrix 1 0. Then we apply
the same principal that alpha and beta, in this case 1 over the square
root of 2, must multiply by itself to obtain the probability. We obtain
1/2.

2

 1

 2

2

1 
1  1 
1
     
2
2  0 
 2
2
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 1u  0 d

Next, we need to adopt the use of eigentvectors, which are +1 and -1
since up and down should add together to obtain the matrix 0 0, to
find the matrix <a b c d>.

  0 u 1 d
1
   
0
0
   
1

z

There are two interesting mysteries about electron spin:

 a b  1 
1

   1 
 c d  0 
0
 a b  0 
1

   1 
 c d  1 
0
1 0 


 0  1

r /l
u/d

1) Same spin direction different outcome
2) Effect of measuring collapses the state (I.E. changes the state). For example,
when we measure a right spin in respect of a downward spin, the spin of the
electron changes to upward spin.
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Pu  cos 2 

The first and second equation cos feta and cos square feta applies to
photon polarization.

Pamp  cos 
Puamp  cos
Pu  cos

 cos
cos 2


2

Equation 3, 4, 5 and 6 are for spin.
E6 is simply sin2 + cos2 =1

2

2


2


2

u  sin

 sin 2


2


2

1
These are the foundation of electron spin:

u 1u  0 d

Equations can be manipulated to change the respect of
up and down to right and left

d  0 u 1 d
1
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1
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2
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2
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1
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i
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2
i
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2
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d
d
d
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 u
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nx  n y  nz  1
2

2

2

nxˆx  n yˆy  nzˆz  n
0 1 ˆ 0  i ˆ 1 0 
   y 
  z 
  n
1 0
i 0 
 0  1
nx  nyi 
 nz
Consider a x y z graph, the values are probability

n  
amplitudes, again to obtain the probability, square the
nx

nyi

n
z


probability amplitude, they should add up to 1. The n x y

ˆx 

 
 
n      
 
 
normalization

   1 
    
    
nx  n y i  1   1 
 nz

   1 
 nx  n i
 nz      
y

nz  nx  in y   1



and z are the matrices obtained and the sigma x y and z are
the probability amplitude. Rearrange we get sigma n.
Returning to the fundamental equation with the Hermitian
operator. We can substitute the Hermitian operator with
sigma and Sai with unknown values of probability
amplitude.
We can normalize alpha and beta.
Input everything into the equation including sigma n.
Rearrange we get gamma.
Substitute gamma back into the matrix 1 gamma.

1  nz
nx  in y 

1


 1  nz 


 nx  in y  
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1

    
 
   1

We know that Sai is the probability amplitude, it must multiply
by itself to obtain the probability, which should be one. Since Sai
can be imaginary numbers, we multiply it by its complex
conjugate. In this case we change the arrangement of the matrix
of 1 2 to 2 1 for the complex conjugate of Sai.

1

 1      1
 

Multiply rearrange and we get nx squared plus ny squared. We
know that nx2+ny2+nz2=1

 2 1      1


 2 1 



 2 1 


Rearrange again:

1  nz
1  nz 
nx  in y  nx  in y   1
(1  nz ) 2
2
2
nx  n y



We know that 1+nz /1+nz=1. Substitute then rearrange: We will
get to the second last equation. Rearrange again and we will find
alpha.


 1
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 2 1 


2

(1  nz ) 2 
1
2 
1  nz 
(1  nz ) 2 
 1
(1  nz )(1  nz ) 
(1  nz ) 
 1
(1  nz ) 

 (1  nz ) (1  nz ) 

 1
 (1  nz ) (1  nz ) 

2


2 
 1
 (1  nz ) 

2
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2
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1


1  nz  1  n 
z
 
2  n  in  
y 
 x

We know that Sai is equal to alpha multiply by the matrix 1
gamma. We substitute alpha and we obtain Sai.
We can confirm Sai, but substituting values of nz, ny and nx.
Example nz=1 nx=0 ny=0 as nz2+ny2+nx2=1
We will get a matrix 1 0, which is sigma z.

nm

2

1
  
 

P  cos 2



We can also confirm the value of alpha by using feta. If we
substitute alpha* matrix 1 gamma into n and m. We get the
same equation as we dis previously.

2

m

θ

n
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Did you know?
















In America it is impossible to be more
than 115 miles away from the nearest McDonald’s.

26 percent of British adults have not received a handwritten
letter in the past decade.
Sailors would wear gold earrings which would pay for their funeral when they
died.
There are 1,792 steps up to the top of the Eiffel Tower.
Puffins can dive to 60m.
 There are eight different ways to pronounce “ough” can you name
them all?
 During the American gold rush, the price of a pickaxe would have
been the equivalent price of $1500 in today’s money.
 The Cambodian alphabet has 74 letters.
 When the computer was invented, the mouse was called an X-Y
position indicator for a display system.
A single oyster can filter almost 230 litres of water per day.
In the UK, the most common birthday for people born in the last 20 years is 26 th
September.

The Vatican bank is the only bank that allows users to use
their ATMs in Latin.

The sum of all the numbers on a roulette
wheel is 666.
In the months between August and September, men are banned
from knitting on the island of Jersey.
When the mummy of Ramses II was sent to France in the mid-1970s it was
issued with a passport in which Rameses’ occupation was deceased king.
It took Apollo 11 4 days 6 hours and 45 minutes to reach the moon from Earth.

It is bad luck to open an umbrella
indoors because in the days when it was
used for sun protection it would have been
an insult to the sun God.

If you weighed 100 pounds at the
North pole on a spring scale, at the equator you would weigh 99.65 pounds, or
5.5 ounces less.
Emus and kangaroos cannot walk backwards
U2 has received the most Grammy awards of any
group in history.
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The average person will speak at a pace of 160 words per minute.
 The largest landlocked country is Kazakhstan.
 We breathe about 20000 times a day.
 Eka-radon has the largest atomic mass of any element.
 The Nile river flows through 11 countries, can you name them all?
 It takes 95 years for a cactus arm to grow.
Sloths sleep for 18 hours each day.
One billion seconds is thirty-one years.
The Giant Armadillo, which can as many 100 teeth in its jaws the most
of any mammal.

The limb of a salamander can grow back after
amputation.

It takes 8.3 minuets for sunlight to reach Earth.

The five Olympic rings represent the five
inhabited continents.
The Egyptians invented Marshmallows from sap.
A dog’s heart has four chambers like a human.
SS stands for sailing ship.

Olympic gold medallists receive $25,000,
silver medallists get $15,000 and bronze winners get
$10,000.


Istanbul is the only city in the world to be in two continents
(Asia and Europe).
A nautical mile is longer than a standard mile / Roman mile because it considers
the curvature of the Earth.
 The Mona Lisa painting would be worth $780 million.
 A lightning bolt is five times hotter than the sun.
 Due to the doldrums, there is no wind at the equator, as there are no
trade winds that pass over the equator.
 The Mercedes Benz logo has three prongs to
symbolise land, water and air.

The strongest and longest bone in the body
is the Femur.


You can smell one trillion scents however,
you can only distinguish ten thousand of them.
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I.

In a race, the whole tournament was decided on the last two sections,
cycling and the road race.

Alex didn't win either section.
The person who won the cycling came third in the
road race.
Alex beat Charlie in cycling, but
was beaten by Charlie in the road
race.
Charlie was last in neither section.
Drew won the road race, but was beaten by Blake in the
cycling.
Can you work out who came where in each section?
I.
II.
III.

On the board, how many squares of any size do not contain a black
cell?
How many zeros does 100! Have (factorial)?
There is a set of straight lines in a plane such that each line intersects
exactly ten others. Which one of the following could not be the number
of lines in that set?

A.11 B.12 C.15 D.16 E.20
IV.

V.

A woman has written k number of envelopes and k number of
addresses. She randomly puts letters in the envelopes. Show that the
number of letters that are put in their proper envelope can be any
number from 0 to k except from k-1.
A pond initially contains 1000 litres of unpolluted water. The pond is
leaking at a constant rate of 20 litres per day. It is suspected that
contaminated water flows into the pond at a constant rate of 25 litres
per day and that the contaminated water contains 2 grams of pollutant
in every litre of water. (It is assumed that the pollutant instantly
dissolves throughout the pond upon entry.) Hence find the number of
grams of pollutant in the pond after 8 days.
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VI.

How many pairs (x, y) of positive integers satisfy the equation:

4𝑥 2 = 𝑦 2 + 15
VII.

VIII.

You have a very large number of generic plastic building blocks, each
in the shape of a cube. Think about how many cubes you would need
to construct a giant cube with 16 small cubes along each edge? If you
were to then remove the outside layer, how many small cubes would
you have removed?
Which country is hidden in the paragraph below?

Aliens landed in downtown Chicago last night. Most locals stepped outside to
see the space-ship's massive wingspan. Amazingly, seven people failed to see
the sight before them, as they took shelter from the bright light that shone
from above.
IX.

X.
XI.
XII.
XIII.
XIV.
XV.
XVI.
XVII.

XVIII.

A kind old gentleman decided to give 12 sweets to each of the girls in
his town and 8 sweets to each of the boys. Of the 612 children in his
town, only half the girls and three quarters of the boys took the sweets.
How many sweets did the kind old gentleman have to buy?
If a man and a half can tarmac a road and a half in a day and a half,
how many roads can six men tarmac in seven days?
What object? The maker does not want it, the buyer does not use it
and the user uses it without knowing. What is it?
A six-digit number with 4 at the end, becomes 4 times larger when the
4 is removed and put at the front. What is the number?
If a person is 35 years old not counting Saturdays and Sundays how
old are they really?
At any family gathering when more than two people are present, there
will be at least two people who have the same number of friends
present. Is this true or false?
If in a cage of parrots, each of the parrots can see an equal number of
female and male parrots but, each male parrot sees twice as many
females as male parrots. How many parrots are there in total?
A ladder that is 3.5m long is rested against a coal bunker that is as
high as it is wide and reaches exactly 2.8m up a vertical wall. How
wide is the coal bunker?
There are two clocks. One which goes one minute per hour slow and
another goes 30 seconds per hour fast, if they start at the same time
how long will it take before one clock was exactly one hour ahead of
another?
If a partially filled bottle has a flat base, be round, square or
rectangular how is it possible to calculate the volume of the whole
water bottle only using a ruler? No liquid can be poured in or out:
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Puzzle solutions

Please submit your solutions to the FM-G Editors We would like
to see your approaches to our puzzles.
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Games supplement
Word search
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Crossword

Across
2. the amount of energy spent over a distance
5. the system international base unit for temperature
6. a device for measuring atmospheric pressure
7. the portion of the electromagnetic spectrum that we
can see
8. one of the four fundamental states of matter
11. a measure to the resistance of flow of a liquid
14. comprised of two atoms
15. a molecule that has gained or lost one or more
electrons
16. a metal comprised of a mixture of metals or metals
with other elements
17. the transition process between a solid and a liquid

18. any substance that takes up space in the form of
volume
Down
1. something that has the ability to change in an
experiment or computer program or algebra…
2. a polar inorganic compound also known by the name of
dihydromonoxide
3. an organic compound between two carbon a
4. volumetric analysis
9. the unique arrangement of atoms in a crystalline liquid
or solid
10. a compound that when is put in water donates
hydrogen ions
12. the calculations concerning reactants and products
13. one newton metre second
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Pyramid puzzle

29865
7826
4395

4004

21514

Fill in the blanks to make the number above a summation of the two
below it.

Function machine

X is a whole positive integer; you have 45 seconds to calculate it…
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Anagram
Rearrange the word below to make a new word:

P

S

E

U

D

O

M

E

T

R

I

C

Using the numbers below: add, subtract, multiply and divide make the
number below. You must use all the numbers.

Target: 952
25, 50, 75, 100, 3, 6
100+6=106*3=318*75=23850-50=23800/25=952
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World issue: (Poly)ethene problem:
Plastic is the umbrella term given to label forms of synthetic and semisynthetic polymer chains.
As you may have noticed, plastic has made the headlines of recent world news due to its
damaging effect on the planet. But, is it really that bad? Unfortunately, the answer is yes.
However, the solution to the problem is not a simple one. This report will try to outline our
status in fighting the battle against plastics. This report has been written in a debate format
allowing an unbiased account of the topic.

There are many people that would strongly deny climate change however, there are no plastic
pollution deniers. Why? Well, the problem is in plain sight!

Why plastic & its chemistry?

Plastic is unique and versatile, it has a range of uses; due to its molecular structure it enables it
to have unique properties. One of which, is endurance. Plastic is assumed to be able to endure
450 years. There is a blinding array of plastics. Often, we have HDPE (high density polyethene)
and LDPE (low density polyethene). HDPE is hard and strong and when heated it chars rather
than HDPE it is produced in conditions of: 60OC, 2 atmospheres of pressure and a Ziegla-Natta
catalyst. On the other hand, LDPE is soft and flexible and melts when heated its reaction
conditions are: 200OC, 2000 atmospheres of pressure and oxygen catalyst is used. The key thing
here is that the thermosetting plastics’ molecules are all tangled and intertwined together like
‘spaghetti’ unlike thermosetting plastics with rigid bonds. This means that they can be recycled
as they melt when heated.

LCAS and plastics’ defence:

Chemists can use something known as a life cycle assessment whereby, they can measure the
environmental effects of a product or service then this can be compared with other products. An
LCA considers manufacture, transport / use and disposal. For example, a carrier bag: Drill for
crude oil, put the oil through fractional distillation, crack alkanes to make ethene, use heat to
polymerise ethene, transport plastic bags to shops and transport bags to landfill sites. Verses, a
paper bag where you cut down trees to produce it. Plastic may take less energy to produce and
can then be recycled but they are the culprits that are filling up the seas. So, should we stop
using them? The answer is no. Numerous LCAS have proven that plastic bags have a lower
environmental impact than paper bags. Paper bags often tear and cannot be recycled even
though they can be biodegradable. So, you may ask, what can we do to reduce the
environmental impacts of plastic bags? Use recycled materials, reduce consumption of the bags,
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manufacture them closer to shops and recycle the bags after use… The outright banning of
plastic bags would therefore only accelerate climate change doing more harm than good.
Another example where plastics’ use is justified is in plug fittings as the material used must: not
melt (so no rubber), must not conduct electricity (so not metal), must not catch fire easily (so
not wood), must not break easily (so not glass), must be cheap, must be mouldable…
Eventually, you realise that plastic is more or less the only available option. Hence, its
unavoidable use. Plastic is not even the worst offender for time it takes to degrade: metal takes
50 years longer and glass takes up to 200% longer than plastic (1 million years), to put that in
perspective our ancestors the homo-habilis walked the Earth 1.5 million years ago.

Close:

Half of the plastic produced ever was produced in the last fifteen years; one trillion plastic bags
are used worldwide annually with an average working life of fifteen minutes. So, what can we
do about it? Well, scientist have synthesised new types of plastic which catalyse the decaying
process however, these plastics such as poly(lactide) are more expensive and have a larger
carbon footprint to produce than conventional plastic also poly(lactide) has a low softening
point meaning that it is unsuitable for certain uses.
Thus, the verdict will be that a logical compromise will have to be found whereby the
environmental effects can be balanced with the needs of the population. Innovative solutions
will have to be found in specifically the disposal of plastics as we cannot just burn plastics due
to the harmful fumes created when plastic is burnt. Some companies are trying different
methods to try to clean up the oceans.
The best way the ‘plastic apocalypse’ has been described it that ‘we made it; we depend on it;
we’re drowning in it’.
Plastic waste: A statistical overview
Plastic

Polymer

Use

The challenge of
recycling

PET

Polyethylene
terephthalate

Beverage
bottles

Easy

HDPE

High density polyethene

Garden
furniture

Easy

PVC

Polyvinyl chloride

Credit cards

Very difficult

LDPE

Low density polyethene

Bubble wrap

Manageable

PP

Polypropylene

Drinking
straws

Manageable

PS

Polystyrene

Egg boxes

Difficult

OTHER

Nylon, polyester…

Tents…

Very difficult
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For our other publications please visit the website:
http://www.norlington.net/news-events/publications/
where you can view a range of our publications.
Editorial board notes:
Dear readers of the Furthering Mind group in touch magazine. FM-G is a high-quality platform for students in Norlington.
We are now entering our second year as a group.
Our aim is to inspire students to utilise their skill in Mathematics, Science and Technology to enable them to tackle
challenging real-world problems. Our FMG group is also a place where we apply our knowledge to solve problems further
improving mental capacity. We have changed from being a further maths club to furthering mind as we realise that it will
enable a broader spectrum of students to tackle problems on a larger scale.
Our mission is to get more academic students involved in the programme so please speak with Dr Saadoune to find out
more information in becoming part of our club. We are always open to new members. We would like to continue with our
quarterly publications of our magazines.
We would like to say thank you to all of those who have aided in the publication of our magazine and the assistance in our
club especially Professor Ricardo Grau-Crespo, FRSC, FHEA for his addition to our newsletter.
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